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Fiber to the Home in a Fraction of the Time
Bell Aliant Improves Design Process Using GIS-Based Solution
Bell Aliant, one of North America’s largest
regional telecommunications providers and
the leading fiber-optic service company in
Canada, set a goal to offer fiber to the home
(FTTH) to more than 650,000 customers by
the end of 2012.
Known as the future of connectivity, FTTH
technology sends signals from a broadcast
distributor or Internet service provider directly
to the home using fiber-optic cable. This
technology is superior because it uses light
to carry Internet transmissions and television
signals at rates that are simply not achievable
through telephone or cable wires. Congestion
is alleviated, enabling transmission speeds
of over 200 megabytes per second so that

customers can enjoy some of the fastest
download and upload speeds available.
One of the greatest obstacles to delivering FTTH technology is cost. It can also take
years to deploy the network. In some cases,
telecommunications providers have spent
more than a thousand dollars per subscriber
to make the service available.
When Bell Aliant first began to roll out
its FTTH service—known as FiberOP—in
2009, the company was restricted by timeconsuming data collection processes that
required the information to pass through
multiple entry points. By the time surveys
were completed and manual measurements
were performed, it could take five employees

up to two weeks to prepare field data for the
verification stage.
With a goal to accelerate the rollout and costeffectively expand its FiberOP digital services
over the next three years, Bell Aliant quickly
recognized a need to automate the design
and data collection process using GIS.
“Reaching 650,000 homes requires the
design of approximately 2,400 fiber-serving
areas [FSAs],” said Shelley Scott, GIS, Bell
Aliant. “The existing process was not scalable
to meet our three-year build schedule, yet
continued on page 8

 Data is collected using ArcGIS
 Up-to-date network views provide a snapshot of equipment, capacity, available bandwidth, and

demographic and customer information.

for Windows Mobile on Trimble
devices, quality checked, and
automatically updated to the
ArcGIS for Server geodatabase.
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Case Study

Esri UC Wrap-up
By Jessica Wyland, Esri Writer
Telecommunications professionals attending the 2012 Esri International
User Conference (Esri UC), held July 23–27 in San Diego, California,
were treated to sessions on innovative uses of geospatial technology
for business growth and development. They had a custom Plenary
Session, where Randy Frantz, Esri’s manager of telecommunications
and land-based services, shared his thoughts on how industry professionals can extend the reach of GIS.
“Telecommunications is a $4.7 trillion global industry that is capable
of sending data or providing communications to people located
anywhere in the world,” Frantz said. “Yet companies struggle when two
groups within their own organization try to share data or communicate
as part of their normal business workflows.”
Companies can overcome this challenge with ArcGIS Online, according to Frantz. At the telecommunications Plenary Session, Frantz and
other Esri experts demonstrated how people can use ArcGIS Online as a
platform for creating and sharing maps and spatial data throughout their
organization. The speakers also showed how ArcGIS Online allows users
to seamlessly integrate maps and data into existing workflows.
“The capabilities provided by ArcGIS Online improve productivity
and ensure that organizations always have the most current and relevant
information to meet their daily business needs,” Frantz said.
Attendees reported feeling inspired by the conference as a whole,
while the telecommunications-specific events provided solutions and
approaches that could be implemented right away.
“I learned a great deal, and I love the vision that was presented
at the Plenary Session,” said Fred Dyste, senior project manager at
Digital West. “I got a lot out of the telecom breakout session I attended and made many great connections on the exhibit floor. I am
looking forward to bringing more members of my team and staying for
more days next year.”

Optimizing Your
Network Investment

By Randy Frantz,
Esri Telecommunications and
Land-Based Services Manager
When networks become congested, your first response should be to
review the host of technology options available. You may ask yourself
whether you should upgrade the wireless or fiber transmission equipment, or if it would be better to migrate to a completely new transmission technology such as offloading high-volume data traffic to a new
Wi-Fi network.
Finding a solution is complicated due to the large array of data that
must be considered before selecting the most appropriate network
technology. Once you select a technology, you must then design a
network that meets your budget and optimizes your return on capital
investment. You must understand market potential, identify competitive threats, and evaluate the network interconnection technology
available at customer locations. Considering all these factors is where
GIS-based solutions can help.
GIS technology provides the tools you need to optimize your
network investment. Engineers use GIS to integrate all critical factors
into an effective decision-making process. The spatial capabilities of
GIS provide a platform to display and analyze all the necessary data.
Mapping and visualization allow the integration of market and network
information onto a single, simple-to-use platform. Modeling within a
GIS means multiple scenarios can be run. By varying the assumptions,
you can compare capital cost and revenue for each scenario to determine the network deployment that maximizes return on investment.
The market is becoming more competitive. Technology options, if
properly deployed, can provide a competitive edge. However, seizing
the advantage that technology offers can only be realized if you have
the tools to optimize your network investment.
How is your organization optimizing its network investment? Learn
what others have to say on the topic at
www.spatialroundtable.com.
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Esri on the Road
TM Forum Big Data Analytics Summit

January 29–30, 2013
Amsterdam, Netherlands
www.tmforum.org
FTTH Europe

February 19–21, 2013
London, England
www.ftthcouncil.eu
TM Forum Management World Asia

March 12–13, 2013
Singapore
www.tmforum.org

And the Winner Is . . .
Esri recognized more than 170 organizations during the Special
Achievement in GIS (SAG) Awards ceremony at the annual Esri UC. The
SAG Awards acknowledge innovative and intelligent applications of
GIS technology.
“Each year, the SAG Awards highlight extraordinary achievements and efforts to improve our world,” said Esri president Jack
Dangermond. “At Esri, we are always deeply impressed with the work
of our users. This recognition is well deserved for how they’ve applied
geospatial technology to address the needs of their industries and
communities. They are defining GIS best practices.”
Organizations from around the world honored at the Esri UC span a
variety of industries, including agriculture, cartography, climate change,
defense and intelligence, economic development, education, government, health and human services, telecommunications, and utilities.
The SAG Awards ceremony was held at the San Diego Convention
Center on July 25, 2012. For more information about the 2012 Special
Achievement in GIS Award winners, including project information and
photos, visit esri.com/sag.

TM Forum Latin America

March 19–20, 2013
Sao Paulo, Brazil
www.tmforum.org
TM Forum Management World France

May 13–16, 2013
Nice, France
www.tmforum.org
SCTE CABLE-TEC Expo 2013

September 18–20, 2013
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
expo.scte.org

 Esri President Jack Dangermond (center) with SAG Award Winners

from Verizon

OSP Expo 2013

October 08–10, 2013
Dallas, Texas, USA
www.ospmag.com/expo/2013

Save the Date
The next Esri UC will be held July 8–12, 2013.

esri.com/uc

SAG Award Winners from the
Telecommunications Industry
BT
United Kingdom

Pakistan Telecommunication Company
Limited (PTCL)
Pakistan

Telenet NV
Belgium

Verizon
Texas, United States
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SRP Simplifies Fiber Backhaul Connection
By Jessica Wyland, Esri Writer
With its 1,600-route-mile fiber network, SRP
Telecom is in an ideal position to fulfill the
needs of cellular companies looking to upgrade backhaul capacity in Phoenix, Arizona.
The company is rapidly responding to bids
and providing a new level of customer service,
thanks to an automated business process
based on ArcGIS technology from Esri. In
short order, SRP Telecom can provide potential customers with an accurate cost estimate
as well as a detailed map showing the network
access location and proposed route.
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SRP Telecom management selected ArcGIS
technology to determine the proximity of
network access points to customer cell sites,
helping it respond quickly and appropriately
to any request for pricing (RFP). By viewing
critical data in ArcGIS, the company can determine optimal routes, develop cost estimates,
and present customers with comprehensive
and highly competitive responses to RFPs.
“We have reduced the time and cost
of request-for-pricing response by up to
60 percent while improving accuracy,” said
Tom Cox, senior developer, SRP Telecom.

Case Study

 Route analysis is generated by the Telecom

Proximity tool in Esri’s ArcGIS platform.

Network providers become more efficient
when they use ArcGIS to analyze infrastructure and operations. Companies can analyze
large portions of data when there is a direct
correlation between capital costs and
distance. The spatial perspective offers new
ways to understand service areas and satisfy
customers.
SRP Telecom decision makers wanted to
be able to showcase the company’s extensive
Phoenix metropolitan fiber-optic network
along with its ability to support wireless
market demand for bandwidth that can accommodate heavy data and speed-intensive
applications.
“We needed a way to illustrate, demonstrate, and market the close proximity of our
fiber to the collective number of cell sites of
all mobile carrier providers within the Phoenix
metro valley,” said Cox. “The spatial analytic
capability of ArcGIS gave us the tools we
need to quickly and accurately determine
the proximity of network access points to
customer cell sites.”
The process has now become paperless.
The geospatial approach proved to be a much
speedier and more reliable way to process
and deliver RFP responses than the previous,
manual process.
Analysis can now be completed with
minimal trips to the field, according to SRP
staff. Engineering resource requirements
are reduced and critical time is saved when
engineers use the imagery and spatial data
integration capabilities of ArcGIS.
SRP staff has also found that improved
accuracy reduces risk. Using ArcGIS, engineers
can quickly analyze environmental factors,
such as existing infrastructure, rail lines, major
roadways, water, and distance features, that
directly impact the cost to build network extensions. This facilitates a more precise estimate
of the cost to construct new fiber facilities and
reduces the risk of an inaccurate estimate.

Visit esri.com/telecom.
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Fiber to the Home in a Fraction of the Time
cost-containment initiatives meant that taking
on additional staff was not an option. We
needed to develop and implement a tool that
could automate tasks with a goal to reduce
manual design efforts by 25 percent.”

Accelerating FTTH Rollout
through Automation
After an initial trial period, Bell Aliant
selected Telcordia’s Network Engineer

continued from cover

along with Design Assistant, a GIS-based
plan-to-provision solution that enables
customized design wizards to be developed
in accordance with an organization’s unique
engineering rules.
Built on Esri’s ArcGIS platform, Network
Engineer utilizes a sophisticated database
so that spatial information pertaining to a
multitechnology infrastructure can be centrally
stored and accessed. It also provides real-time,

 Using a GIS-based solution, FSA design times were reduced by 40 percent.
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accurate network views so that users get a
snapshot of equipment, capacity, available
bandwidth, and demographic and customer
information in a single view. These up-to-date
network views are available to not only engineers but also other stakeholders across the
organization such as field crews, management,
marketing, customer service, and finance. Built
with open APIs, the solution can be configured
and integrated into almost any environment so

that users can get up and running quickly.
Since this was the first time that Bell Aliant
had worked with a GIS-based solution, the
company joined forces with Telcordia and the
Professional Services team at Esri Canada
Limited, Esri’s international distributor in
Canada, to identify requirements, undergo
training on the new technology, and create
custom design wizards. Bell Aliant also
decided to use an advanced fiber-optic cable

system with factory-terminated network
access points along the length of the cable,
which reduced installation time by 50 percent.
However, the use of this cable meant that
the engineering design had to be extremely
accurate. In response, Bell Aliant customized
Telcordia’s Design Assistant Wizard, which
automated the design of the FSAs including
cable and connection counts.
“The widespread rollout of FiberOP represents a key component to future proofing our
business because it allows us to offer the fastest triple play broadband service to a wider
customer base,” said Scott. “By automating
manual design processes, we’ve been able
to reduce costs, expand design capacity, and
deliver our services to an increased number of
residents in a significantly shorter time frame.”

Making It Mobile
To further contain costs, Bell Aliant
collaborated with municipal governments
and regional electric utilities to leverage
existing GIS data layers such as land
parcels, civil infrastructure, streets, and
utility rights-of-way that were migrated into
Network Engineer. Working with Esri Canada
Professional Services, customized web-based
forms were developed that make it easy to
access and edit this data remotely. Data is
collected using ArcGIS for Windows Mobile
on Trimble devices, quality checked, and
automatically updated to the ArcGIS for
Server geodatabase.
Network Engineer and Design Assistant are
used for everything from planning to designing and building the FTTH network. Since
implemented, data quality has improved by
25 percent overall. The company has also
been able to transition residential data from
over 500 separate databases into a single,
unified common operational picture that
provides access to equipment, network components, customer information, and service
locations for the FiberOP network.
Now, when a customer calls to inquire
about service, a single database can be referenced immediately to verify the customer’s
service area. Since the data can be accessed
remotely, engineers located in different provinces throughout Atlantic Canada can easily
share data.
The solution proved so successful that
FiberOP was made available to 156,000

additional homes in the first six months
of 2011 alone, and FSA design times were
reduced by 40 percent.

Investment in Mobile GIS
Continues to Pay Dividends
In 2011, Bell Aliant conducted an audit of
some 305,000 poles located across Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
Island. Using Trimble devices equipped with
ArcGIS for Windows Mobile, the company was
able to document attachments belonging
to various service providers and sync the
information back to the database for instant
updates. Customized web forms ensured that
the data collection process was consistent
among the 75 field crew workers dispatched
across three provinces. Employees were also
able to easily share data with one another
regardless of geographic location.
“Our data collection process used to be
paper driven, and the collected information
would be transcribed three separate times,”
said Scott. “Through mobile technology,
we’ve eliminated the margin for error, and
our data integrity has improved 25 percent.
This not only ensures that we bill the right
customer but also provides us with a more accurate snapshot of our assets across Atlantic
Canada.”
In addition to pole attributes, field crews
leveraged built-in GPS functionality to
capture the distance between poles and
the length of various transmedia networks.
Collectors identify the ownership and, using
web forms, record this information to ensure
that the correct organization is billed.
Collected data is also used to track the
number of poles that are placed each year
and to monitor asset investments. Asset
information that used to take days to search
can now be accessed in a matter of seconds.
“Storing data in a central repository delivers a marked improvement in the availability,
quality, and use of information across the
enterprise, from engineering to customer
qualification to service assurance,” said Scott.
“Over the next few years, we will continue to
adapt our operational model to further increase the value of our information resources.”

Visit esri.com/telecom.
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Digital West Aims to Grow Its Fiber Network
Enterprise License Agreement Ensures Access to Geospatial Technology
At Digital West Networks, Inc., a data communications provider based in San Luis Obispo,
California, operators needed a technology
system to support the company’s regional
fiber build-out project. At the same time, they
wanted to ensure the best possible service
to clients. Digital West decision makers
researched their options and finally selected a
geographic information system solution from
Esri and Esri partner Telvent.
“We were looking for an off-the-shelf
solution for fiber management,” said Fred
Dyste, senior project manager, Digital West.
“Experience has shown us that many of the
municipalities we deal with use ArcGIS. This
piqued our interest because sharing files and
databases would be much easier than having
to convert between applications.”
Digital West provides commercial Internet
services, as well as colocation, managed
network services, and cloud computing. The
company acquired its geospatial solution—
including the ArcGIS system from Esri and
ArcFM from Telvent—through Esri’s small
utility enterprise license agreement (ELA)
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program. The ELA allows a set of unlimited
software and maintenance. Services and training are typically included.
“We require the best-of-class tools, but
those tend to be priced for much larger
organizations with full engineering departments and regional installation teams,” Dyste
said. “We are able to take advantage of
Esri’s ELA program and purchase as many
licenses as our small but growing teams need
without breaking the bank. This really helps us
compete with the bigger players in the market
because we are able to effectively manage
our projects and our network to achieve the
best return on investment possible.”

For more information
about Esri’s ELAs
for small utilities and
telecommunications
companies, visit
esri.com/suela.

“We are able to take
advantage of Esri’s ELA
program and purchase as
many licenses as our small
but growing teams need
without breaking the
bank.”
Fred Dyste, Digital West

Telvent is now
Schneider Electric.

Secure. Flexible. Efficient.
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same world-class solutions and industry-leading customer service that you have
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